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Can you ride with just 3 hours sleep? Of course you can!

	

JR and Pilot aka Old Man Kevin doing the mandatory pre-ride helmet check, making sure they hadn't forgotten them

Last night had been rough, for both myself and Kevin. Kevin was a bit rattled by a paper he'd written for school that came back with

a few more suggestions for change than he'd hoped for and was still having trouble falling asleep around midnight (he usually gets to

bed around 10:30 or so when he's got to get up early for the Tuesday/Thursday-morning ride). Me? I don't know what happened. Just

couldn't get to sleep, got into that mode of increased-anxiety because I have to get to sleep so I can ride, try and find a position to

sleep in where you don't feel your heart pounding, and then finally, sometime past 3am, consciousness slips away. Of course, in the

meantime you're convincing yourself it's not so bad, what's the difference between actually sleeping and "resting?"

The alarm goes off at 6:55am and I get up, wondering if Kevin's going to give me that "Dad, no" bit. Before he could get too far on

that, I explained that, whatever sleep he'd gotten, I'd gotten a lot less and I needed somebody to make sure I stayed upright! He went

for it. Don't know why.

And in that life imitating life bit, looking out the window things looked very much like I felt. Dark and foggy! This was not a

morning to skip coffee. Surprisingly, I didn't feel like a zombie out there, and neither did Kevin. It wasn't a particularly fast ride, but

it wasn't particularly slow either. The only indication that my body was trying to rebel came in my heart rate, which simply refused

to climb above 152 or so.

Besides the two of us we also had Pilot/Old Man Kevin, Marcus, JR and Eric. All in a civil mood, nobody trying to take advantage

of my less-than-bright-eyed state. And the rest of the day? I remained zombie-free. Had I not ridden, I seriously doubt that would

have been the case. Not sure how that works, just another indication that cycling is good for me.
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